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1. Introduction

The engineering of material properties on the nanoscale is 
used in a plethora of technological applications ranging from 
cleaning and smoothing in surface science[1] to machining 
lithography masks with focused ion beams for industrial use.[2] 
When ions are used as tools, one utilizes the momentum of 
an incoming heavy ion in the keV energy regime to trigger col-
lisional motion of surface atoms in order to drive erosion or 

Experimental results on the charge-state-dependent sputtering of metallic 
gold nanoislands are presented. Irradiations with slow highly charged ions 
of metallic targets were previously considered to show no charge state 
dependent effects on ion-induced material modification, since these materials 
possess enough free electrons to dissipate the deposited potential energy 
before electron-phonon coupling can set in. By reducing the size of the target 
material down to the nanometer regime and thus enabling a geometric 
energy confinement, a possibility is demonstrated to erode metallic surfaces 
by charge state related effects in contrast to regular kinetic sputtering.
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mixing processes. However, heavy ions 
obtain another distinct property which is 
often overlooked when considering tai-
lored material machining - a changing 
charge state.[3] Ions initially prepared in 
high charge states carry a potential energy, 
given by the sum of the binding energy of 
all missing electrons, in the order of sev-
eral 10  keV.[4] It was recently shown that 
the release of the potential energy leads to 
a gentle carving of material in a layer-by-
layer fashion, because the energy transfer 
is very rapid and consequently limited to 
the first material monolayer(s).[5,6] Material 

damage by the ion neutralization is driven by electronic excita-
tions triggered through the charge exchange.[7] Naturally, this 
makes insulators and semi-conductors more prone to modifica-
tions by slow highly charged ions (HCI).[8–12] Metallic surfaces 
have not unambiguously shown a susceptibility to potential 
energy deposition as high as 40 keV per incoming ion,[13,14] even 
in the case of freestanding two-dimensional graphene.[15] It is 
assumed that the intrinsically high charge carrier mobility in 
metals dissipates electronic excitations before a coupled atomic 
motion can set in.

One can, however, restrict the energy dissipation by intro-
ducing a geometrical energy confinement in isolated metallic 
nanoislands. Such solid nano-droplets have a large potential to 
be used for novel applications in nano-electronic devices such 
as 2D-transistors,[16] where they are designated to contribute to 
low-power applications[17] that could be substantial to counter-
act the increasing energy demand in integrated circuit devices. 
Recent studies on singly-charged low energy ions with nano-
rods and -cubes showed interesting, yet largely unexplored 
effects with regards to erosion and ion channeling.[18,19] In this 
study, we irradiate gold nanoislands grown on a MoS2 mono-
layer[20,21] with single slow highly charged xenon ions. On a 
MoS2 monolayer substrate the gold nanoislands are bound via 
van-der-Waals forces only,[21] which leads to a reduced thermal 
conductivity[22] and electronic coupling.[6] This increases the 
possibility to confine the potential energy in the island, pre-
senting an ideal experimental system to study the coupling 
of electronic excitations to lattice-atom motion. We observe a 
reduction of the nanoislands’ height as a result of individual 
HCI impacts by performing atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
measurements before and after irradiation. Additional corre-
lated scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging reveals that 
smaller islands, not detectable with our AFM, even vanished 
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after irradiation. A clear charge state dependence on the ero-
sion is observed. Our work strongly indicates that the charge 
state of the incoming ion and its associated potential energy 
is the driving force in the erosion process of geometrically 
confined metallic objects. Our study therefore underpins our 
understanding of HCI-related nanometric surface modification 
processes and introduces a way to manipulate surface quantum 
dots post-growth without affecting the interface between the 
substrate and the dot.

2. Results

2.1. Charge Dependent Height Loss

To investigate a potential energy dependent erosion of metallic 
nanoparticles, gold nanoislands were irradiated with Xeq+  
(q = 1, 18, 25, 32, 40). To analyse the height of the nanoislands, 
measurements were performed with AFM before and after irra-
diation. The main graph in Figure  1 shows the height loss of 
the nanoislands as function of the potential energy of the HCI, 
with an increasing erosion yield with increasing charge state.

It is clearly seen that the change of the height is dependent 
on the potential energy deposited in nanoislands. The graph 
is surrounded by histograms according to the different charge 
states, where the blue histograms resemble the height distri-
bution before and the orange histograms after irradiation. For 
Xe1+ and Xe25+ we observe bi-modal height distributions, which 
are a result of different growth modes of the Au islands close 
to the MoS2 edges and in the center. In some cases, that is, on 

some monolayers a higher density of smaller islands is found 
than on other monolayers. In our study smaller islands are 
less likely to be hit by an HCI and so we exclude them in the 
subsequent analysis, but show a second data point for Xe25+ for 
comparison (grey). In Figure 1 one can see that the irradiation 
with Xe1+ induces no change of the size of the nanoislands, 
indicating a threshold for the potential energy (or charge state), 
above which alteration of the nanoislands is possible. This also 
means that the kinetic energy transfer of the impinging par-
ticle alone (180 keV) does not suffice to alter the height of the 
gold nanoislands in a detectable manner (the potential energy 
of Xe1+ of 11 eV can be neglected). Note that we applied low flu-
ences such that each island is hit not more than once.

2.2. Correlative Microscopy

To highlight that the observed height loss also correlates to the 
islands’ initial volume, the irradiation with Xe25+ is presented in 
more detail. We used the exact same spots on the samples for 
further analysis and performed a 1:1 comparison of the same 
islands before and after irradiation. This means that the height 
differences are determined for each nanoisland individually, 
with at least 100 islands measured for sufficient statistics. In 
contrast to previous experiments on HCI-induced surface 
erosion, here we do not rely solely on statistical averages of 
structure sizes.

To obtain accurate dimensions of the gold nanoislands, the 
samples were examined with AFM and SEM, since the AFM 
measurements yield the true physical height (which cannot be 
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Figure 1. This graph shows the height change of the gold nanoislands after irradiation with Xeq+ (q = 1, 18, 25, 32, 40), with the histograms surrounding 
the graph showing the height distributions for each charge state before (blue) and after (orange) irradiation. In the graph a clear charge-state depend-
ence of the height loss is visible. The higher the charge state of the impinging ion is, the higher the change in height after irradiation. The error bars 

for the height loss represent the error of the mean value (in this case 3·

N

σ ; N: number of islands; σ: standard deviation). Bi-modal distributions are 

observed for Xe1+ and Xe25+, which is a result of different height distributions due to the growth process before irradiation and due to the fact that not 
all islands measured are actually hit by a HCI.
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obtained with SEM) and the SEM measurements yield a chem-
ical composition contrast and a higher resolution regarding the 
edge length of the nanoislands which is obscured due to tip 
geometry and convolution artefacts present in AFM.[23,24] Also 
for both AFM and SEM the exact same islands were compared 
(correlative microscopy), where it was found that the nanois-
lands measured with AFM appear approximately 1.79 times 
larger in lateral elongation.

The AFM images were then analysed to study the height 
and volume of the nanoislands, where for the latter the lateral 
lengths were connected with found factor of 1.79. In Figure 2 
the height change due to the irradiation with Xe25+ is related 
to the islands’ volume prior to irradiation. It can be seen that, 
in general, bigger islands experience a smaller change in 
height than smaller islands. A visible change in height loss 
was observed for volumes (before irradiation) of approximately 
1600 nm3 (see Figure 2 with very few exceptions). This can be 
seen as a drop in the solid red curve that starts at islands that 
are colored dark green (initial island volume ≈ 1600 nm3). Note 
that it could also be possible that only parts of the islands are 
affected by the potential energy (e.g., the sharp edges of the 
islands) or a larger island only partially melts.

2.3. Melting and Evaporation of Nanoislands

Additional effects, besides the most prominent height reduc-
tion, were observed for the irradiation with Xe40+. The first one 
is the vanishing of very small islands after irradiation, which 
can be seen in Figure 3a and b, where the missing islands are 
marked with red circles. The islands’ initial volume prior to 
irradiation is estimated to be between 60-150 nm3 for the van-
ishing islands, which is important for further investigations 

on confinement of the potential energy in the islands. Those 
small islands were only observed with SEM measurements, 
because their size is too small for a detection with an AFM. 
The second effect observed after irradiation with Xe40+ is shown 
in Figure 3c,d, where a wetting around of some of the nanois-
lands can be seen. This was observed for both AFM and SEM 
measurements indicating that also bigger islands are affected 
by HCIs. The wetting behaviour was only found in immediate 
proximity of nanoislands.

Schwestka et al.[6] and Hopster et al.[25] have recently reported 
that freestanding MoS2 and MoS2 substrate, respectively, are 
susceptible to damage induced by HCIs. However, due to the 
dense growth of the gold nanoislands on the substrate and a 
reported pore diameter in MoS2 of approximately 4 nm, we 
could not resolve damage with AFM and SEM measurements. 
The residuals around the nanoislands were investigated with 
SEM in a low energy (5  keV) BSE (back-scattered electrons) 
mode, where the strong chemical composition contrast between 
the wetting layer (purple) and the MoS2 background (black) lets 
us assume that the material is gold.

3. Discussion

To better understand the combination of processes that take 
place when metallic nanoclusters are irradiated, both the poten-
tial energy effect and the kinetic energy effect are discussed sep-
arately and subsequently combined in the following chapters.

3.1. Potential Energy Confinement

To describe the observed evaporation and partial melting in 
Figure 3, the heat of fusion for gold of 12.55 kJ mol−1 (120 meV 
atom−1), the potential energy of Xe25+ ≈ 8000 eV and the atomic 
volume of gold with 58.9 atoms nm−3 are considered. With this, 
we can estimate an approximate threshold for melting induced 
by the HCI. Assuming a 80 ± 10% conversion of the potential 
energy into heating,[26] islands below ≈  1000 nm3 should melt 
completely. In Figure 4 the factor[27,28]

k
E

E
elec
dep

melting

=  (1)

is shown for a nanoisland with a height of 6 nm, where Eelec
dep  

resembles the deposited energy (into the electronic sub-system 
of the material) which is ≈ 80 ± 10% of the initial potential 
energy of the impinging HCI and Emelting is the energy needed 
to melt the entire island. For a perfect confinement, and hence 
a complete melting would occur at k ≥ 1. In [27,28] the electronic 
excitation induced by swift heavy ions in a 3D gold cluster was 
investigated. In these studies, it was estimated that k ≈ 1.9 can 
be approximated, which was, however, for a gold nanoparticle 
embedded in a SiO2 matrix. Contrary to that, in our study the 
gold nanoislands are only in contact with the surrounding envi-
ronment via their contact plane. Additionally, the gold islands 
are only bound via van-der-Waals forces, which were found 
to be low [22] and have thermal boundary conductance up to 
10x lower than stronger bound contacts,[29] strengthening the 
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Figure 2. Height of the gold nanoislands compared before and after irra-
diation with Xe25+. 101 individual islands were investigated. The color-bar 
and the size of the dots indicate the volume of the nanoislands before 
irradiation to highlight the different susceptibility for a height change 
regarding the initial volume. It can be seen that the lower the volume the 
higher the change due to the ion impact. The dashed line indicates no 
height change and the solid line is to guide the eye. The three grey points 
are excluded from the analysis due to their largely different aspect ratio 
(height vs. area), which can be seen in more detail in Figure  S1 (Sup-
porting Information). Inserted are also 3D-images with the same scale 
from AFM of the same area that show the reduction of the nanoislands’ 
height.
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assumption that the deposited energy mainly stays confined 
within the nanoislands. The thermal boundary conductance 
between gold and monolayered MoS2 was found to be very low 
at 0.44 ± 0.07 pWnm−2K−1.[30] Staechelin et al.[31] have observed 
that scattering of electrons on the surface of poly-crystalline 
gold nanoparticles can be neglected, that is, that “hot” electrons 
stay confined long enough within the nanoparticle for electron-
phonon coupling to set in. Those findings indicate that the 
k-factor for our study should be very close to 1.

With this, Figure  4 indicates that predominantly the irra-
diations with Xe40+ should show complete melting or evapo-
ration of smaller islands (considering that the majority of the 
measured islands have a lateral length between 15 and 40 nm). 
Smaller islands should melt completely what may explain the 
SEM measurements after irradiation with Xe40+ in Figure 3a,b. 
There, the islands are estimated with a volume of approximately 
60–150 nm3, which is significantly below the melting threshold.

3.2. Kinetic Energy Effect

To estimate the effect of kinetic sputtering without any charge 
state effects alone, we used the SDTrimSP-3D-code,[32–34] which 

allows the simulation of sputtering of 3D-objects. Results of 
a simulation can be seen in Figure  S2 (Supporting Informa-
tion), where two different sizes of gold nanoislands were simu-
lated. The size dependence of the kinetic sputtering is small, 
while there exists an enhanced sputtering from the island 
edges as a result of the additional side surface. For this simula-
tion the sputtering of Mo and S was not investigated. Recent 
studies[35–37] also suggest that nano-particles are more suscep-
tible to increased sputtering yields when the penetration depth 
of the particle is in the same range as the lateral dimensions of 
the nano-particle. A more detailed description of the simulated 
nanoisland and how the sputtering yield is calculated can be 
found in Figures S3 and S4 (Supporting Information).

To emphasize the vanishing influence of kinetic sputtering 
even more, let us discuss the experiments with individual Xe1+ 
ions in more detail, while a possible enhancement of the kinetic 
energy deposition by the charge state directly is discussed 
below. It should be mentioned that for the current experiments, 
fluences were chosen so low that only single hits per island 
are statistically possible, excluding dynamic effects like shape 
change due to high fluences. Earlier experiments conducted by 
Donnelly and Birtcher[14,38,39] found small craters on flat gold 
surfaces after irradiating the sample with single Xe1+ ions with 
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Figure 3. In a,b) SEM images of the same spot are shown before and after irradiation illustrating the vanishing of smaller islands. In c) an AFM image 
and in d) a SEM BSE (back-scattered electrons) image is shown where a wetting layer is visible close to nanoislands after irradiation with Xe40+. The 
red circles in (a,b) mark the nanoislands that are molten or evaporated due to irradiation with Xe40+. The volume of the missing islands is estimated 
with approximately 60–150 nm3. Visible wetting effects, only found after irradiation, are marked with orange circles in (c,d) in both images (lighter 
contrast in AFM and darker contrast in SEM). Due to the strong chemical contrast in SEM BSE between the MoS2 and the molten residuals around 
the islands it can be assumed that the material is actually gold. Note that for (a,b) the contrast of the images was inverted for a clearer representation.
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a kinetic energy of 200 keV. The observed erosion per ion was 
about 3500 atoms, which is below the detection limit for our 
nanoislands. Once an increased charge and additional potential 
energy is introduced, for example, 3.43 keV for Xe18+, a signifi-
cant change of the nanoislands’ height can be observed after 
irradiation. The role of the ion charge state is two-fold, that is, it 
leads to a high potential energy, but also to an increased kinetic 
energy loss as a result of an increased scattering cross section. 
This was initially discussed by Biersack.[40] He found that Xe44+ 
has a strongly increased nuclear stopping force for kinetic ener-
gies below 300  keV due to a high initial charge state. Subse-
quent experiments indicated also a strong dependence of the 
charge state for energy loss in thin carbon foils.[41] Similar 
experiments were performed by our group,[42–44] followed by a 
theoretical model describing the charge state dependence of the 
nuclear stopping.[45]

Based on previous findings on charge-state-enhanced kinetic 
sputtering the erosion yield from SDTrimSP may be increased 
by a factor of 5–8 and would then amount to approximately 200–
350 atoms ion−1. This alone would also not suffice to explain 
the significant height reduction as seen in Figure 1. Further, we 
did not observe the formation of craters presented in,[13,14,38,46] 
which we link to the limited volume of the nanoislands. Instead 
of crater formation, where the width of the craters was assumed 
to be dependent on the potential energy, the ablation of several 
monolayers and wetting surrounding the irradiated area can be 
observed in our study.

3.3. Erosion Process

With both the kinetic and the potential energy contribution 
being discussed in detail, the energy deposition into the target 

material is described in the following and is schematically 
shown in Figure  5: The HCI approaches the target’s surface 
with a potential and kinetic energy. The interaction with the 
target electrons starts within 1-2 nm above the surface according 
to the classical-over-barrier-model.[47] Immediately after the ion 
impact on the surface, the potential energy gets deposited ini-
tially within the first 1–3 monolayers[48] in the vicinity of the 
impact point by exciting target electrons. Due to the limited 
volume of the nanoisland, the potential energy cannot dissipate 
at first, albeit the conducting properties of gold. A transfer to the 
substrate is also limited due to van-der-Waals-bonds exhibiting 
a weak interlayer conductance[6] and due to the semi-conducting 
properties of MoS2. This leads to high energy confinement for a 
comparably long time (≤ ps). Additionally, the ion also carries a 
kinetic energy that gets deposited in the nanoislands via direct 
knock-on processes. Contrary to collisions with neutral atoms, a 
charge-state-enhanced nuclear stopping is present.[40–43,45] Sub-
sequently, dense collisional cascades at the surface are formed, 
leading to prompt sputtering of the target atoms and a substan-
tial bond weakening of the remaining atoms. The combination 
of the deposited potential energy and the charge-state-enhanced 
kinetic energy loss posterior impact is stored in the gold nanois-
land ultimately in the form of atomic motion (or heat). It leads 
to sputtering or melting of a significant part of the island. The 
result is an eroded island in conjunction with material outflow 
wetting the substrate.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we present a possibility to effectively erode and 
shape metallic nanoislands post growth. Contrary to recent 
studies, a clear indication for charge state effects on metallic 
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Figure 4. Calculated ratio of potential energy deposited in the island versus the energy necessary to melt an entire island with a height of 6 nm, 
dependent on different lateral lengths of the nanoisland. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic. Here, only 80% of the initial potential energy of the HCI is 
considered according to .[26] The different colors mark the charge states used in this work and the k-factor of 1.9 shows the upper limit for the confine-
ment effect of nanoparticles that experience strong electronic excitations.[27,28] The error bars mark an error of ±10% according to the findings in.[26]
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targets is present when reducing the material size down to the 
nanoscale. Our work therefore opens the possibility to increase 
the set of tools in nanotechnologies for post growth machining 
of nanometric quantum dots by adding the capacity of heavy 
ions in high charge states. Furthermore, our study helps to 
settle the open question about the susceptibility of metallic sur-
faces to HCI related material damage.

5. Experimental Section
Nanoislands Growth: All experiments discussed in this manuscript 

were performed on gold nanoislands (typical lateral size of 10–80 nm and 
an average height between 5-7 nm) on a monolayered MoS2 substrate. 
The MoS2 was grown on a substrate SiO2 utilising chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD).[20] The gold nanoislands grow as (111) orientated 
epitaxially on 2H-MoS2 monolayers,[21,49] which prevents clustering of the 
gold and induces a triangular shaped growth. For this growth process, 
the single layer MoS2 crystals on SiO2/Si were introduced into a UHV 
system with a base pressure of 10−10 mbar.[20,49] The deposition of 1.5 ML 
(monolayers) of gold was performed by molecular beam epitaxy at 823 K 
substrate temperature with a rate of 0.12 ML min−1, which was controlled 
by a quartz micro-balance. Following this procedure the sample was kept 
at the same temperature for 30 min before it was slowly cooled down to 
room temperature.

SEM Measurements: Later, to verify the growth of distinguishable gold 
nanoislands, measurements with a SEM Quanta 3D FEG by FEI were 
performed. The measurements were done in the BSE mode where the 
electron intensity is proportional to the atomic number Z, resulting 
in a chemical composition contrast with beam deceleration at 10  keV 
electron landing energy and without deceleration at 5 keV.

AFM Measurements: After verification with SEM, measurements 
were performed under ambient conditions using a tapping-mode 
AFM (Asylum Research Cypher Scanning Probe Microscope) showing 
an approximately 0.9  nm thick layer of MoS2 (also visible with optical 
microscopy due to the different optical contrast of MoS2 monolayers on 
290  nm thick SiO2 compared to multi-layered MoS2) with nanoislands 
on top of it in the range of 5–7 nm. Super-sharp AFM probes were used 
for a better resolution (NanosensorsTM SSS-FM-20, Force constant 
0.5–9.5  N m−1) with a tip radius of curvature in the range of 2–5  nm. 
The AFM images were analysed with the software Gwyddion[50] and 
by manually calculating the islands height: the substrate around the 
nanoisland was levelled to obtain a reference plane, from which the 
height of the nanoislands was deduced.

Irradiations: The irradiations of the gold nanoisland samples with 
charge states higher than 1 were performed at TU Wien using an 
electron beam ion source (Dresden EBIS-A from DREEBIT GmbH, 
Germany), which is part of versatile setup to extract and utilize xenon 
ions with a charge state up to Xe44+ (for a detailed description of the 
setup see.[51,52]) Xenon ions with charge states Xeq+ (q = 18, 25, 32, 
and 40) were generated with the ion beam setup. All ion species were 
accelerated to the same final kinetic energy of approximately 180  keV. 
The beam was shaped (with different apertures along the beam axis and 
electronic lenses) into a rectangular form with dimensions of 1 × 2 mm2 
(which was controlled with a delay-line detector.[53]) The fluence can be 
determined directly from the ion countrate which is obtained with the 
same detector.

Further irradiations with 180  keV Xe1+ ions were performed at the 
500 keV ion-implanter located at the Ion Beam Center of the Helmholtz–
Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf, as singly charged ions with such a high 
kinetic energy cannot be produced at the setup at TU Wien. Adding an 
experiment with singly charged ions allows the comparison of a broad 
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Figure 5. Schematic describing the surface erosion of the gold nanois-
lands dependent on the charge state of the impinging HCI, where Xe1+ 
induces no visible damage while with increasing charge state the height 
reduction of the nanoislands increases.

Figure 6. Comparison of an AFM image and a SEM image where the gold 
nanoislands are shown. The opacity for the SEM image was set to 75%, 
while for the insert it was set to 50% to highlight the different resolutions 
for the different imaging techniques.
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range of charge states to single out the potential-energy-related effects 
for the manipulation of the Au islands.

Fluences: The samples were irradiated with different charge states and 
fluences. The irradiation with Xe1+ and Xe40+ were each conducted on 
different samples, while the irradiations for Xe18+, Xe25+ and Xe32+ were 
performed on the same sample on different areas. To prevent irradiation 
with multiple charge states on the same spot, the sample was covered 
with an aperture that allowed only the irradiation of the intended 
area. In the following the fluences are listed for each charge state:  
1 × 1011 ions cm−2 for Xe1+, 7.5 × 109 ions cm−2 for Xe18+, 7.5 × 109 ions cm−2 
for Xe25+, 5.1 × 109 ions cm−2 for Xe32+ and 1.06 × 1010 ions cm−2 for Xe40+. 
The fluences are chosen such that each island can only be hit once by 
a single ion, that is, the probability for a double hit is vanishing. This 
fluences result to the following rate of hits: for Xe1+ approximately 71.3% 
of the islands were hit, for Xe18+ 53.6%, for Xe25+ 55%, for Xe32+ 36% and 
for Xe40+ 75.4%.

Analysis: After the irradiations the samples were analysed again with 
AFM under ambient conditions and with SEM under UHV conditions. 
A comparison between the AFM measurements and the SEM 
measurements can be seen in Figure  6 where the exact same islands 
are shown before irradiation, measured with SEM and AFM. For the 
analysis between 160 and 2000 islands were measured on different MoS2 
monolayers. The errors are calculated as the error of the mean value 
3·

N
σ , where N is the number of islands and σ is the standard deviation.
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